She kills today, tomorrow she suicides because the sniper cannot live with self-killing men, women and babies, not just men. That is the price of murder military never tells a recruit. 100 vets suicide daily from moral injury & pain. They never show that in these PR pics to new recruits.

"Killing a man isn't clean and quick and simple. It's bloody and awful. And maybe if enough people come to realize that shooting somebody isn't just fun and games, maybe we'll get somewhere."

Sam Peckinpah

The smiling, happy, sniper reality living with self after murdering innocent men, women and babies.
10 OUT OF 10 US DOCTORS SAY DEPT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS IS THE WORST MEDICAL SYSTEM IN AMERICA!!
30% of all veterans have considered suicide.

100 a day succeed in death by suicide from lack of care by veterans affairs and Amerika.
100 veterans abandoned by VA & this country die daily from suicide. Only Amerika and VA can sink so low in the septic tank profiteering from vet suffering and suicide.

Each and every veteran suicide is a tragedy.

Dept of Veterans Affairs and AFGE union employees do not give a damn about veterans!

They're waiting.
IF YOU LEAVE ANGRY & CONFUSED

Department of Veterans Affairs
OUR JOB IS DONE HERE

Dysfunctional Veterans

100 VETS DIE BY SUICIDE DAILY AND THIS IS WHY!

VA NOT ALL VET SUICIDE DEATHS ARE BY GUNS
THE BIGGEST GENOCIDE IN HUMAN HISTORY DIDN'T OCCUR IN NAZI GERMANY, BUT ON AMERICAN SOIL. 180-220 MILLION NATIVE AMERICANS WERE SLAUGHTERED AND LOST THEIR HOMELAND.

HISTORICAL FACT: MOST OF THE PEOPLE DOING THE SLAUGHTERING WERE CHRISTIANS. SORRY IF YOU CAN'T HANDLE THE TRUTH.

AS A US SOLDIER, YOU WILL PARTICIPATE IN MASS EXTINCTION EVENTS, AKA, GENOCIDES AND YOUR OWNERS TELL YOU IT IS ALL THEIR FAULT.
Every war when it comes, or before it comes, is represented not as a war but as an act of self-defense against a homicidal maniac.

In our time political speech and writing are largely the defense of the indefensible.

But if thought corrupts language, language can also corrupt thought.

All the war-propaganda, all the screaming and lies and hatred, comes invariably from people who are not fighting.

Political language... is designed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable, and to give an appearance of solidity to pure wind.

War against a foreign country only happens when the moneyed classes think they are going to profit from it.

Nationalism is power hunger tempered by self-deception.

War is peace. Freedom is slavery. Ignorance is strength. (On the manipulation of language for political ends.)

We have now sunk to a depth at which restatement of the obvious is the first duty of intelligent men.

If liberty means anything at all, it means the right to tell people what they do not want to hear.

In times of universal deceit, telling the truth will be a revolutionary act.
MILITARY RELATED TOXIC EXPOSURE DISEASE IS THE PAIN OF SLEEPING ON, CRAWLING ON AND DOING EVERYTHING WHILE BEING WRAPPED IN A BED OF BARBED WIRE. SUICIDE ENDS THAT PAIN FOREVER. VA DENIES IT NEARLY IN TOTO: BENZENE & AGENT ORANGE... 100 VETERANS SUICIDE DAILY BECAUSE DEPT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS BETRAY US VETS. TODAY IT IS WORSE THAN EVER BEFORE.

GROUN ZERO  BURN PITS  AGENT ORANGE

BENZENE & DIOXINS  DIOXINS

TOXIC EXPOSURE

ALL Veterans are Forgotten!

VA in Total Denial

VA IS THE WORST MEDICAL SYSTEM IN USA. AMERICANS THINK SO HIGHLY OF US VETS THIS IS WHAT IT GIVES US AS CARE? IN SEVERE PAIN, 100 VETERANS SUICIDE DAILY FROM NOT GETTING HELP FROM US DEPT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS & AMERIKA....GO FIGURE. ONLY USA & VA COULD STOOP THIS LOW IN THE CESSPOOL PROFITEERING FROM VET SUFFERING AND SUICIDES.

MILITARY RELATED TOXIC EXPOSURE DISEASE IS THE PAIN OF SLEEPING ON, CRAWLING ON AND DOING EVERYTHING WHILE BEING WRAPPED IN A BED OF BARBED WIRE. SUICIDE ENDS THAT PAIN FOREVER. VA DENIES IT NEARLY IN TOTO: AGENT ORANGE... 100 VETERANS SUICIDE DAILY BECAUSE DEPT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS BETRAY US VETS.
AMERICANS DO NOT WANT FREEDOM! THEY ARE TOO IMMATURE AND CHILDISH FOR SUCH ONUS! THEY WANT BREAD, WINE AND CIRCUS' UNDER POLICE STATE TENTS. PROOF: 100 US VETERANS SUICIDE EVERY DAY BECAUSE OF NO CARE FROM VETERANS AFFAIRS AND USA. YURI WAS SO RIGHT, RIP AMERICA AND BIRTH OF USSA - AMERIKA.
IF YOU LEAVE ANGRY & CONFUSED

Department of Veterans Affairs
OUR JOB IS DONE HERE

Dysfunctional Veterans

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

SUDDS AND WE ARE PROUD OF THAT!!

MURDERING VETERANS MAKING AMERIKA GREAT AGAIN.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
TELL ME AGAIN HOW SPENDING $4.5 BILLION TO BRING SYRIANS HERE IS BETTER THAN SPENDING $4.5 BILLION TO HOUSE EVERY HOMELESS VET?

FEED 10,000 SYRIAN REBELS?

HOW ABOUT TAKING CARE OF 50,000 HOMELESS VETERANS INSTEAD?
US DEPT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS IS PURE SOCIALISTIC MEDICINE. 100 US VETERANS SUICIDE DAILY FROM SUBSTANDARD CARE OR NOT RECEIVING IT AT ALL. ANYONE WHO THINKS PRIVATE SOCIALIZED HC IS BETTER HAS ROCKS IN THE HEAD, AKA SHIT FOR BRAINS.

AND MY MOM SAYS DEPT OF VETERAN AFFAIRS SUCKS A BAG FULL OF CAMEL DICKS.
TO THE CLUELESS MORONS THAT THINK GUN CONTROL STOPS SUICIDES WAKE UP AND SMELL IT. LET ME COUNT THE WAYS, DRUG OD, ALCOHOL AND CARS, 5' DROP AND 3' ROPE, RAZORS, EVERYTHING UNDER YOUR KITCHEN SINK, I HEAR BLEACH WORKS WELL, SMOKING & DRINKING, AD INFINITUM. SO MAKING VA INCOMPETENCE TO HELP US A 2ND AMENDMENT ISSUE ONLY REVEALS THAT SOCIALISTS RUNNING VA ARE IN A HOLE. FIRST RULE WHEN IN A HOLE IS THROW DOWN THE SHOVEL. BUT SOCIALISTS ARE NEVER WRONG. THEY ALWAYS KEEP ADDING MORE OF WHAT DOES NOT WORK TO FIX WHAT CAUSED IT. EINSTEIN CALLED THAT 'STUPIDITY.'

PEOPLE WHO GIVE UP TO DIE BY SUICIDE ARE THESE US MILITARY VETERANS BETRAYED AS HUMAN GARBAGE BY US DEPT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS AND AMERIKA. AMERICAN'S TAKE BETTER CARE OF THEIR PETS THAN OF THE COUNTRY'S VETERANS, ELDERLY AND KIDS THROWN AWAY AS HUMAN GARBAGE.
Michigan Bistro owner taken away in ankle shackles & wrist cuffs after warning Americans they are losing their freedoms.

WW2 did not defeat Nazi's. Nazi is a German acronym for National Socialism. Want socialism/communism? Dept of Veterans Affairs is pure socialist system of benefits & healthcare. The very worst in USA! 100 US military veterans suicide daily from Nazi VA betrayal. Their lives paid for the burials in national cemeteries across USA - United Socialist States of Amerika.

The worst human genocide in history did not occur in Nazi Germany. It happened on US soil. The US government and its armies of Black Buffalo soldiers, horse soldiers & US patriots hunted the Native American Indian and Buffalo to brink of extinction. Until a spark of sanity stopped the wholesale murder of innocent men, women and babies at turn of 1900. 98% were completely wiped extinct from the face of this planet: humans murdering humans because of skin color. Nazis studied and copied the US final Indian solution in crafting German holocaust of WW2 to a faule: The final Jewish solution. Make America Great Again? Who is next?

Up until 1942 the American flag was saluted with the same sign the Germans used to Heil Hitler. Also copied from USA?
I AM DEAD INSIDE AND ALL WOMENS VA CAN DO IS REFER ME TO A DYSFUNCTIONAL & POINTLESS CRISIS LINE!

PREDICTABLY, CAPT BRUNETTE DIED BY SUICIDE TODAY. 100 VETERANS DIE DAILY BY SUICIDE FROM LACK OF CARE FROM US DEPT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS.

VA NOT ALL VET SUICIDE DEATHS ARE BY GUNS
Each and every veteran suicide is a tragedy.

DEPT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS AND AFGE UNION EMPLOYEES DO NOT GIVE A DAMN ABOUT VETERANS!
HEY, VA EMPLOYEES, MAY ALL YOUR FARTS BE WET ONES. SIGNED JESUS!!
100 VETERANS A DAY DIE BY SUICIDE FROM US AND VA ABANDONMENT WHILE AMERICA IGNORES A NATIONAL SHAME, WHICH IS EARMARK OF A DEMENTED, SICK, AND DISEASED NATION.

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

SUCCS AND WE ARE PROUD OF THAT!!
I AM DEAD INSIDE AND ALL WOMENS VA CAN DO IS REFER ME TO A DYSFUNCTIONAL & POINTLESS CRISIS LINE!

THIS KNOW IT ALL IS OBVIOUSLY WHY 100 VETERANS THAT SUICIDE EACH DAY DO NOT GET NEEDED HELP FROM VA OR AMERIKA. MEDICAL SCHOOL CLAIMS THAT IT KEEPS MORONS FROM PRACTICING MEDICINE!?

THE MAJORITY OF SUICIDES HAVE TWO THINGS IN COMMON: ALCOHOL AND A GUN. THAT’S JUST THE WAY IT IS.

- COL. ELSPETH CAMERON RITCHIE MD, MPH

THIS SHILL BITCH IS CLUELESS AS IT GETS!

PREDICTABLY, CAPT BRUNETTE DIED BY SUICIDE TODAY. 100 VETERANS DIE DAILY BY SUICIDE FROM LACK OF CARE FROM US DEPT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS.
Suicide isn’t cowardly. I’ll tell you what’s cowardly; treating people so badly that they want to end their lives.
"I am left with basically nothing. Too trapped in a war to be at peace, too damaged to be at war."

-Army veteran Daniel Somers

"Suicide isn't cowardly. Wanna know what's cowardly? Treating someone so badly that they want to end their life.

-HpLyrikz | Tumblr

Choose Veterans Affairs for the cruelty you earned and deserve.
FIGHT RACISM!

DEPT OF VETERAN AFFAIRS

STOP PRETENDING YOUR RACISM IS PATRIOTISM.
"I am left with basically nothing.
Too trapped in a war to be at peace, too damaged to be at war."

-Army veteran Daniel Somers